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ABSTRACT 45 

In a companion study we examined the topographic distribution of cell size and density in the retinal 46 

ganglion cell layer of tree shrews (Tupaia belangeri) (DeBruyn & Casagrande, '86). The results show that 47 

the retina of tree shrews contains specialized regions exemplified by variations in cell density, mean cell 48 

size, and cell size range. Such variations undoubtedly reflect functional specialization, which, in turn, may 49 

be supported by a differential distribution of morphological classes of ganglion cells. In order to examine 50 

this possibility, we analyzed the morphological structure of ganglion cells that were back-filled with 51 

horseradish peroxidase. Well-filled cells selected for analysis were taken from both areas of central 52 

specialization (the area centralis and visual streak) and more peripheral regions within nasal and temporal 53 

retina. Qualitative examination of these cells suggested that they could be divided into three major classes 54 

which were termed types I, II and III. These three classes resemble, respectively, the alpha, beta, and 55 

gamma classes described for cat by Boycott and Wässle ('74); and can be distinguished based upon 56 

quantitative differences in regional distribution, soma size, axon diameter and primary dendritic field size. 57 

Type I cells have large somata, axons, and dendritic fields and are distributed relatively uniformly across 58 

the retina with some increase in relative frequency in the periphery. Type II cells have medium somata and 59 

axons, small, highly-branched dendritic fields, and show the greatest relative concentration in the area 60 

centralis. Type III cells have small somata, thin axons, large sparsely branched dendritic fields, and are 61 

found with the greatest frequency in the visual streak and visual periphery. 62 

 In order to apply a more objective approach to classification of these cells we performed a 63 

hierarchical cluster analysis using quantitative measures of soma area, axon diameter, primary dendritic 64 

field area, and number of primary dendrites of each cell. This form of analysis suggested that the cells fell 65 

into five major morphological clusters. Comparison of our qualitative classification and cluster analysis 66 

suggested a rough correspondence. Clusters 1 and 2 contained mainly type I cells; cluster 3 contained 67 

mainly type II cells and clusters 4 and 5 contained mainly Type III cells. Comparison between our 68 

morphological ganglion cell types and physiological ganglion cell classes defined in three shrews (Van 69 

Dongen et al., '76; Ter Laak & Thijssen, '78) indicates that clusters 2 and l may correspond to transient and 70 

direction selective physiological classes, respectively, while cluster 3 (or Type II) cells may correspond 71 
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with the sustained cell class.· These conclusions are reinforced by our analysis of the differences in central 72 

projections of ganglion cells in tree shrews presented in a companion paper (DeBruyn et al., '86).  73 

  74 
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INTRODUCTION 75 

Our recent studies and those of others have provided strong evidence that retinal ganglion cells in tree 76 

shrews are specialized to transmit different types of visual information in parallel to central visual targets. 77 

Tree shrew ganglion cells exhibit a variety of physiological properties, are distributed unequally over the 78 

retinal surface in terms of size and density, and project to thalamic and midbrain targets with distinct 79 

physiological properties (Sherman et al., '75; Van Dongen et al., '76; Albano et al., '78; DeBruyn and 80 

Casagrande, '86; DeBruyn et al., '86). The main goal of the present study was to examine the morphology 81 

of horseradish peroxidase (HRP) filled ganglion cells in tree shrews to determine if distinct anatomical 82 

types could be differentiated, as might be expected from previous evidence. 83 

 As a natural outgrowth of our efforts to classify ganglion cell morphology in tree shrews, we 84 

became concerned with methods used to classify morphological cell types. Since this subject has been 85 

covered in depth from a number of different perspectives (e.g., Rowe and Stone, '77), our goal was not to 86 

invent a new scheme but rather to construct a means that would allow for both reasonable cross-species 87 

morphological comparisons and for more direct comparisons with physiological ganglion cell classes 88 

described for tree shrews (Van Dongen et al., '76; Ter Laak and Thijssen, '78). Therefore, a second goal of 89 

the study was to use both a qualitative and a quantitative (cluster analysis) classification to determine 90 

which morphological cell grouping best fit available comparative and physiological data. 91 

 Our results show that retinal ganglion cells in tree shrews can be divided into three qualitatively 92 

defined groups that share many characteristics in common with the alpha, beta and gamma ganglion cells 93 

of the cat retina (Boycott and Wässle, '74). Cluster analysis reveals that two of the three qualitatively 94 

defined groups may be further subdivided, and that these subgroups have physiological correlates. 95 

  96 
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METHODS 97 

The study was based on results from four adult tree shrews (Tupaia belangeri) two of which (81-43, 81-62) 98 

received iontophoretic injections of HRP into their superior colliculi (SCs), and two of which (81-117, 82-99 

21) received pressure injections of HRP into the optic tract. In each case, an effort was made to sample 100 

representative numbers of cells from the two areas of specialization, the area centralis and the visual 101 

streak, as well as from the peripheral retina. Of the 166 cells sampled from six retinae, 35 were from the 102 

area centralis (defined as the area enclosed by the 16,000 cell/mm2 isodensity line), 65 were from the 103 

visual streak (defined as the area bounded centrally by the 16,000 cell/mm2 isodensity line and peripherally 104 

by the 9,000 cell/mm2 isodensity line), and 66 were from the peripheral retina (defined as any region of the 105 

retina with a density of less than 9,000 cells/mm2). Of these 66 peripheral cells, 23 were sampled in the 106 

temporal retina and 43 in the nasal retina. Figure 1 shows the locations of all cells sampled. 107 

 108 

 
Figure 1. Figure 1. A schematic representation of the approximate locations of all 
166 morphologically identified ganglion cells represented on a generalized 
retinal whole mount. The position of the area centralis is represented by the 
cross, and the optic disc is filled. Scale= 1 mm. AC - area centralis; I - 
inferior; N - nasal; S - superior; T - temporal. 
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 109 

Surgical and Histological Procedures 110 

Each animal was deeply anesthetized with pentobarbital (Nembutal, 55 mg/kg), placed in a Kopf 111 

stereotaxic apparatus, modified for tree shrews, and a craniotomy was performed. A portion of the posterior 112 

cortex overlying the optic tract or SC was removed by gentle aspiration using a glass pipette. Pressure 113 

injections of 0.5 μl of 50% HRP (Sigma, type IX) in distilled water or saline were made into one optic tract 114 

using a Hamilton 5 μl syringe fitted with a 30-gauge needle. Iontophoretic injections were made using glass 115 

micropipettes (type diameter 20-50 μm) filled with 30% HRP in saline. Small amounts of HRP were 116 

injected by the application of a 2-3 μ amp current (pipette tip negative) for 20-30 minutes (1/sec; 50 msec 117 

duration). Following a 2-day survival period, the animals were re-anesthetized, enucleated, and perfused 118 

transcardially with saline followed sequentially by: 2.5% glutaraldehyde in 0.l M phosphate buffer (pH 119 

7.4); 5% sucrose in 2.5% buffered glutaraldehyde and 10% sucrose in a buffer rinse. The retinae were then 120 

removed from the eyes, immersion fixed in 2.5% buffered glutaraldehyde and the vitreous was removed. 121 

They were then rinsed and reacted in Hanker-Yakes reagent (Hanker et al., '77) and whole-mounted as 122 

described previously (DeBruyn & Casagrande, '86). Following dehydration and coverslipping, backfilled 123 

ganglion cells were drawn at l000X using a camera lucida drawing tube (Zeiss), and soma areas, areas of 124 

the primary dendritic fields, S-DF (soma-dendritic field) ratios (see also below), axon diameters, and the 125 

number of primary dendrites were determined. Retinae were subsequently counterstained to obtain total 126 

cell density measures. 127 

 In order to evaluate injection sites, the brains were frozen-sectioned at 52 μm on a sliding 128 

microtome and every section through the injection site and selected sections throughout the remainder of 129 

the brain were reacted with Hanker-Yates reagent and counterstained with cresyl violet. 130 

 131 

Measurements 132 

The analysis of the present data required the use of techniques which have been employed in previous 133 

studies of retinal ganglion cell morphology (e.g., Boycott and Wässle, '74) as well as several new concepts. 134 

The analyses of soma area, number of primary dendrites, and axon diameters were made directly from 135 

drawings of the cells at 1000X and the axon diameters were measured at the point at which the axon left 136 
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the hillock. The primary dendritic field of a ganglion cell was defined as the area enclosed by a polygon 137 

constructed by joining the first branch points of each dendrite with straight lines. In cases in which this 138 

technique could not be employed, as in bipolar type cells or area centralis cells with one primary dendrite, 139 

the polygon was constructed by connecting the first branch points with the widest points of the cell soma. 140 

We used a measure of primary dendritic field, rather than the more traditional total dendritic field extent, in 141 

order to eliminate artifactual size differences caused by incomplete filling of the dendrites with HRP. The 142 

S-DF (the soma/primary dendritic field) ratio was developed in order to compare cells from different retinal 143 

eccentricities. It assumes, that all classes of ganglion cells show systematic variation with eccentricity, an 144 

idea supported by our own analysis (see Fig. 5). Given this assumption, the S-DF ratio should allow 145 

common classes of cells to be grouped regardless of retinal position. 146 

 All measurements described above were performed with the aid of the Bioquant II computerized 147 

image analysis system (Leitz). 148 

 149 

Statistical Analysis 150 

A Student's t-test was performed in all cases in which two experimental groups were present. Comparisons 151 

involving three or more groups were tested using a one-way analysis of variance. The validity of the 152 

characteristics chosen as predictors of cell type was confirmed using factor analysis (Kaiser and Caffry, 153 

'65). This test determines the percentage of variance that each characteristic contributes to the total 154 

morphological variance. Factors that contribute little to the variance are viewed as insignificant and can be 155 

eliminated from subsequent analyses. 156 

 Other quantitative comparisons were accomplished by using a hierarchical cluster analysis 157 

(Johnson, '67), which separates cells into groups or clusters based on a set of morphological characteristics. 158 

Each cell is first assigned a position in multi-dimensional space based on the value of its characteristics. 159 

The space is then collapsed and those cells which lie closest to each other are grouped together to form 160 

clusters. This process is then repeated until all cells are grouped into one large cluster. At any particular 161 

point in this procedure, a cluster is defined as a group of cells in which the average distance between cells 162 

is less than the minimum distance to the next closest cluster. Assuming that close distances represent 163 
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similar sets of characteristics, it is clear that the most dissimilar cells will be the most widely spaced and 164 

thus, will be the last to cluster together.  165 

  166 
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RESULTS 167 

Examination of the retinal ganglion cells reveals a rich variety of shapes, sizes, and styles of dendritic 168 

configuration (see Fig. 2). However, it is difficult to approach this material without the tendency to group, 169 

categorize, or classify these cells into types. Perhaps, because of our familiarity with well-known 170 

descriptions of cat ganglion cells (e.g., Boycott and Wässle, '74), or because of similarities between the 171 

morphological ganglion cell types of cats and tree shrews, we found that the ganglion cells of tree shrews 172 

were most easily grouped into three qualitative types. For convenience, we will refer to these as Types I, II 173 

and III, which resemble cat alpha, beta, and gamma cells, respectively, (Boycott & Wässle, '74). Figure 2 174 

shows typical examples of the three types. 175 

 Type I cells-have large somas, large primary dendritic fields, and thick axons, in contrast, Type II 176 

cells have small somas, small primary dendritic fields, and medium-sized axons. Finally, Type III cells 177 

have small somas, large primary dendritic fields (with some exceptions such as bipolar types) and thin 178 

axons. In addition to morphological characteristics, each of these cell types exhibits similar trends to those 179 

described in the cat (Boycott and Wässle, '74). All three types are larger in the peripheral retina than in the 180 

area centralis (Figure 3), and the distribution of each type varies across the retina such that Type I cells are 181 

proportionally more common in the periphery, Type II cells are more common in the area centralis, and 182 

 

Figure 2. Examples of cell types from the tree shrew retina. Camera lucida drawings 
of morphological Types I, II, and III. The subclass cluster of each cell is indicated by 
the number next to the morphological type. Scale = 25 μm. 
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Type III cells are least common in the area centralis (table 1). No tendency was noted for any cell type to 183 

concentrate within the visual streak as has been described in the cat (Rowe and Stone, '76, but see Hughes, 184 

'81). 185 

 In order to provide a more objective description of the three qualitatively defined cell types, each 186 

cell sampled was quantitatively evaluated in terms of five different characteristics: soma size, primary 187 

dendritic field size, axon diameter, and number of primary dendrites and the S-DF ratio. In the following 188 

sections each cell type is compared in terms of these characteristics. 189 

 Type I Cells - Figure 4 shows that Type I cells have the largest somata of the three groups (mean = 190 

204.35 ± 8.15 μm2; range = 89.14 to 400.90 μm2), large primary dendritic fields (mean = 766.59 ± 45.6 191 

μm2; range = 144.82 to 1968.27 μm2), thick axons (mean 0.99 ± 0.03 μm; range = 0.5 to 1.5 μm), 3 to 5 192 

primary dendrites (mean = 3.77 ± 0.07) and intermediate S-DF ratio values (mean = 3.91 ± 0.21; range = 193 

0.85 to 9.97). In all cases except the number of primary dendrites, the frequency histograms of these 194 

parameters form bimodal distributions (Fig. 4a, b, c, d). This trend is particularly evident in the case of 195 

axon diameter in which the histogram is distinctly bimodal with peaks occurring at 0.9 μm and 1.3 μm.  196 

  197 

 

Figure 3. The relationship of soma size to eccentricity from the area centralis. Samples were taken at 1 
mm intervals in a horizontal line across the retina. At each point sampled, the soma sizes of 15-20 cells of 
each type were measured. Note that the slope of the regression line for Type I cells is steepest, indicating 
that these cells have the greatest proportional increase in size with increasing eccentricity. In contrast, the 
slope of the regression line for Type III cells is the shallowest, indicating that the soma size of these cells 
change the least with increasing eccentricity. 
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This bimodality suggests that two subclasses of ganglion cell may exist within this cell population, a point 198 

which we will return to later. 199 

  200 
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  201 

 

 Figure 4. Frequency histograms of the five morphological characteristics (soma size (A), primary 
dendritic field size (B), axon diameter (G), S-DF ratio (D) and number of primary dendrites (E) used to 
classify Type I cells in the present study. Note that in all cases except the number of primary dendrites 
(E), the histograms are bimodal in form, suggesting the presence of more than one subclass of cell within 
this type. This trend is especially notable in the case of axon diameter (G). 
 

 

Figure 5. Dendritic stratifications of two (A) Type I (cluster 2) and two (B) Type II (cluster 3) ganglion 
cells illustrating the difference in the level of dendritic stratification. Note that two levels of dendritic 
stratification are evident in both cell types. Due to the problem of positively identifying laminar and 
sublaminar boundaries in whole mounted retinae, the borders of the IPL and its sublaminae have not been 
illustrated. Scale= 20 μm. 
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 Reconstruction of the level of dendritic stratification of a few cells from each of these types 202 

suggested that the population may be further divisible based on the level of arborization in the inner 203 

plexiform layer. Figure 5 shows examples of cells that clearly restrict their terminal arborization to either 204 

the superficial or deeper tier of the inner plexiform layer. 205 

 Type II Cells - Type II cells (Figure 6) have small somas (mean = 121.19 ± 5.54 μm2; range = 206 

65.08 to 239.41 μm2), small primary dendritic fields (mean = 203.24 ± 18.87 μm2; range = 13.80 to 617.58 207 

μm2), medium-sized axons (mean = 0.82 ± 0.04 μm; range = 0.4 to 1.7 μm), 1 to 4 primary dendrites (mean 208 

= 1.47 ± 0.09) and low S-DF ratio values (mean = 1.56 ± 0.09; range = 0.11 to 3.19). In contrast to Type I 209 

cells, the frequency histograms are unimodal indicating the presence of only one cell type. However, as 210 

with Type I cells, reconstructions of the primary and second dendrites of a few of these cells suggested that 211 

they, too, formed two subpopulations with terminations restricted to either the superficial or deep portion of 212 

the inner plexiform layer (see Figure 5).  213 

 

Figure 6. Frequency histograms of the morphological characteristics of Type II ganglion cells. Note that 
the histograms form unimodal curves indicating the presence of only one subclass of cell. Compare with 
Figure 4. 
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 Type III Cells - Figure 7 shows that these cells are characterized by small somata (mean = 121.35 ± 214 

8.29 μm2; range= 31.89 to 228.23 μm2), very large primary dendritic fields (mean = 1037.72 ± 128.12 μm2; 215 

range= 107.56 to 3429.27 μm2), thin axons (mean = 0.55 ± 0.03 μm; range= 0.2 to 1.3 μm), 2 to 7 primary 216 

dendrites (mean 3.72 ± 0.16) and large S-DF ratio values (mean 8.12 ± 0.64; range= 1.06 to 18.36). The 217 

outstanding characteristics of this cell type is the large amount of variance revealed by frequency 218 

distributions (Figures 7a-e); this heterogeneity possibly indicative of the presence of several subclasses of 219 

retinal ganglion .cells. This situation is similar to that reported for cat gamma cells (Boycott and Wässle, 220 

'74; Fukuda and Stone, '74; Kolb et al., '81).  221 

 222 

Cluster Analysis 223 

In order to determine if tree shrew retinal ganglion cells fall into similar morphological groupings if strictly 224 

quantitative criteria were applied, we performed a hierarchical cluster analysis. This procedure organizes 225 

the cells into groups based upon similarities in selected morphological parameters (see also Methods). 226 

When the total sample of 166 cells was subjected to this analysis, five clusters (comprising 164 cells or 227 

 

Figure 7. Frequency histograms of the morphological characteristics of Type III ganglion cells. Note the 
presence of multiple peaks in histograms A, B, and D, indicating this class of cell, like Type I cells, may 
be composed of more than one subclass. Compare with Figures 4 and 6. 
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98.7% of the total sample) and two individual cells were obtained. Comparison between qualitatively 228 

classified cell Types I, II and III and the five clusters revealed a surprisingly good fit (Figure 8).  Clusters 229 

1 and 2 include 81 cells of which 65 (80%) are qualitatively defined Type Is, 10 (12%) are Type Ills and 6 230 

(8%) are Type IIIs. Thus, clusters 1 and 2 together can be thought of as being roughly equivalent to Type I 231 

cells. Inspection of the data suggests that the following characteristics separate cells in cluster 1 and 2 from 232 

each other. Cluster 1 cells have smaller somata (mean = 166.47 ± 12.02 μm2), larger dendritic fields (mean 233 

= 836.00 ± 64.47 μm2), thinner axons (mean = 0.8 ± 0.05 μm) and higher S-DF values (mean = 4.99 ± .12) 234 

than do cluster 2 cells (somas - mean = 208.50 ± 11.84 μm2; dendritic fields - mean = 540.02 ± 36.75 μm2; 235 

axons - mean = 1.0 ± 0.04 μm; S-Df - mean = 2.64 ± 0.15). (See Figure 8).  236 

 In contrast to clusters 1 and 2, cluster 3 consists of a more homogeneous population, which 237 

contains mainly Type II cells. Of the 58 cells in this cluster, 53 (92%) are Type II cells, 3 (5%) are Type I 238 

cells and 2 (3%) are Type III cells. Moreover, the two Type III cells that fell into the cluster 2 group are 239 

 

Figure 8. Comparisons of the qualitative and cluster analysis classifications. The mean value (± S.E.M.) 
of each of five parameters is plotted against the different clusters (1-5) or subjective Types (I-III) for 
comparison, Note the correspondence between clusters 2, 3 and 5 and Types I, II and III, respectively. 
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unusual in configuration, being bipolar types. The most characteristic feature of cells in cluster 3 is the low 240 

S-DF ratio (mean 1.46 ± .09). The similarity between this value and the corresponding one for Type II cells 241 

(1.47 ± .09, Fig. 8), further reinforces the close correspondence between the qualitative and the cluster 242 

analysis classification schemes of these particular cells. 243 

 Clusters 4 and 5 are appear to be included in one qualitatively classified cell type, namely, Type 244 

III. Of the 25 cells in these clusters, 20 (80%) are Type Ills, while the other 5 (20%) are Type Is. Most of 245 

the latter Type I cells are included in cluster 4, making up 40% (4 of 10 cells) of its population, while only 246 

one (6%) Type I cell is included in cluster 5. Thus, cluster 4 is unique in being made up of almost an equal 247 

percentage of Type I and III cells. In both clusters 4 and 5, however, the characteristic features are the 248 

same, namely, small- to medium-sized somata (4 - mean = 151.64 ± 15.24 µm2 ; 5 - 123.69 ± 12.32 μm2), 249 

large dendritic fields (4 - mean - 1166.57 ± 130.67 μm2; 5 - mean 1339.42 ± 138.94 μm2), high S-DF ratios 250 

(4 - mean = 7.66 ± 0.29 μm2; 5 - mean = 10.85 ± 0.32 μm2) and thin axons (4 - mean = 0.7 ± 0.1 μm; 5 - 251 

mean 0.5 ± 0.07 μm). As can be seen in figure 8, the two clusters are, themselves, differentiated mainly on 252 

the basis of soma and dendritic field size. Cluster 4 cells have larger somata and smaller dendritic fields 253 

than cluster 5 cells.  254 

 Finally, the two unclustered cells were qualitatively classified as Type IIIs. Their exclusion from 255 

the other clusters was due primarily to their extremely large dendritic fields (2722.07 μm2 and 3429.27 μm2) 256 

and large S-DF values (15.76 and 18.36). 257 

 258 

Classification Based on Size 259 

Since ganglion cell size has been considered as a useful indicator of physiological type, at least in cats (see 260 

Boycott and Wässle, '74; Saito, '83; Stanford and Sherman, '84), it is worthwhile to consider how well it 261 

distinguishes between ganglion cell types and clusters in tree shrews. 262 

 Since all cell types exhibit an increase in mean soma size with increasing eccentricity from the 263 

area centralis (see above), the value of absolute soma size as a predictor of morphological type is severely 264 

limited. A more useful size correlate of morphological type is size relative to the local cell population. 265 

Using this measure, we compared the relative soma sizes of 44 cells (5 of each qualitative type from each 266 

area of retinal specialization, with the exception that only 4 Type III cells were available from the area 267 
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centralis) and expressed these as a percentile score. Figure 9 shows that when the results are expressed this 268 

way, Type I cells are the largest (mean = 89.6 ± 2.19 %tile; range = 72nd - 99th %tile) and show a clear 269 

separation from Types II and III, whose distributions overlap considerably. However, even in the latter two 270 

groups, there is some size segregation with Type II cells being larger (mean = 44.9 ± 3.07 %tile; range= 271 

25th - 62nd %tile) than Type III cells (mean = 29.5 ± 4.44 %tile; range = 8th - 69th %tile). 272 

 Figure 9 also shows the relationship between relative soma size and cell cluster. As would be 273 

predicted from the foregoing, relative size does not distinguish well between cells in clusters 1 and 2, but 274 

only between both of these clusters and the remaining cells. Since cluster 3 and Type II refer to an almost 275 

identical population, the medium size of these cells can, on average be distinguished from those in clusters 276 

1, 2 and 5. It is difficult to make predictions about the relative size of cluster 4 cells since only one was 277 

included in this analysis. However, if this cell is representative, then cluster 4 and 5 cells can clearly be 278 

distinguished based on relative size.  279 

 Thus, the different morphological types of tree shrew ganglion cells do show some separation by 280 

soma size, although this separation is less clear than in species such as the cat (Boycott and Wässle, '74). 281 

  282 

 

Figure 9. Correlations between cell size and cell classification. The relative sizes (in comparison with the 
local population) of types I (filled circles), II (circled stars), and III (filled stars) are indicated for three 
retinal regions (area centralis, visual streak and peripheral retina) in the left figure. Note that at all 
locations, Type I cells have the large somas, Type II cells have medium-sized somas and Type III cells 
have small somas. A similar correspondence between cluster and cell size is evident in the right figure. 
Note that clusters 1 and 2 are large in size, while clusters 3 and 4 are medium in size and cluster 5 cells 
are small. A.C. – area centralis; P - periphery; V.S. - visual streak. 
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DISCUSSION 283 

We have distinguished three main morphological types of ganglion cells in tree shrews, which can be 284 

further divided into five classes based upon a cluster analysis. Before discussing the significance of these 285 

findings in relationship to what is known about ganglion cells in other species, and about the physiology of 286 

ganglion cells in tree shrews, it is worthwhile to consider the rationale behind our classification schemes. 287 

 Retinal ganglion cells in mammals have been subdivided into types based upon a number of 288 

different schemes (for review see Perry, '82; Rodieck and Brening, 1 83). By far, the most common 289 

approach has been to characterize cell types in rather qualitative terms noting obvious similarities and 290 

differences. In particular, it has been common practice to try to relate qualitatively defined cell types in 291 

other species to the descriptions of alpha, beta, and gamma cells in cats (Boycott and Wässle, '74). Such a 292 

practice is useful since there is now clear evidence that the morphological cell types in cats are, for the 293 

most part, physiologically distinct and have morphological counterparts in other species (Rodieck and 294 

Brening, '83; Saito, 83; Stanford and Sherman, '84). Therefore, it seemed reasonable to begin by 295 

establishing if similar morphological types existed in tree shrews. Another advantage to beginning our 296 

study with a qualitative description of ganglion cell types was that this approach taps the obvious pattern 297 

discrimination powers of our own visual system. 298 

 However, the difficulty with such a purely subjective approach is that it is much easier to detect 299 

differences in cells than to quantify such differences once detected. Without some form of quantification, it 300 

is very difficult to establish the basis of one's cell typing scheme. The usefulness for understanding the role 301 

of established cell types is, thus, severely limited as is translation across species. Therefore, we undertook 302 

two separate approaches to quantify morphological difference. In the first, we began with qualitative cell 303 

types and measured features to quantify their differences; in the second, we reversed the process, 304 

quantifying features and then asking whether cells possessing different collections of such features would 305 

cluster into groups. The first approach has, as mentioned, the advantage of the power of human pattern 306 

discrimination and past experience, while the second approach has the advantage of knowing exactly what 307 

went into the formula. The disadvantage of both approaches is that in neither case can we be assured that 308 

the morphological types generated indicate functionally distinct cell classes. Regardless, the close match 309 
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(84%) between our cell types defined qualitatively and by cluster analysis strengthens the view that our 310 

morphological ganglion cell types define different classes of cells in tree shrews. 311 

 312 

Comparison with Other Species 313 

Tree shrew retinal ganglion cell types exhibit a number of similarities to the morphological ganglion cell 314 

classes reported in other species. The most clear-cut example is our Type II (or cluster 3 cells), which 315 

appear to be similar to the beta cells of the cat (Boycott and Wässle, '74; Kolb et al., '81); and equivalent 316 

cell types have been noted in almost every species thus far studied (Dogiel, 1891, 1893; Cajal, '33; West, 317 

'76; Perry and Cowey, '81; Amthor et al., '83; Wilson and Condo, '85; Vitek et al., '85). However, beta cells 318 

are absent in some species such as rats (Perry, '79). In macaque monkeys, cells with beta-like morphology 319 

vary considerably from the parafovea where they exhibit very compact dendritic fields (midget ganglion 320 

cells) to the periphery where they resemble more closely our Type II cells (Leventhal et al., '81; Perry et al., 321 

'84). Tree shrew cells, however, more closely resemble the morphological variations seen in the cat 322 

(Boycott and Wässle, '74), with no forms resembling primate midget ganglion cells. 323 

 Analogies can also be drawn between our Type I cells and alpha-like cells described in a variety of 324 

species (Dogiel, 1891, 1893; Polyak, '57; West, '76; Leventhal et al., '81; Perry and Gowey, '81; Amthor et 325 

al. , '83; Perry et al., '84; Vitek et al., '85). It is more difficult to relate the cluster subclasses (1 and 2) of our 326 

Type I cells to distinct cell types described in other species since morphological divisions have not been 327 

emphasized among cells with large somata. The epsilon cells in cat (Leventhal et al., '81) and E or PE cells 328 

in primates (see Figure 2, Leventhal et al., '81 or Figure 7, Perry and Gowey, '84) are perhaps closest in 329 

description to our cluster 1 our cluster 1 cells since cluster 1 axons are finer, their dendritic fields larger and 330 

their somata smaller than cluster 2 cells which are more similar to cat alpha cells. 331 

 Our Type III cells resemble cat gamma cells in the broadest definition of the term (Boycott and 332 

Wässle, '74). Not surprisingly, gamma-like cells have been identified in all species investigated (e.g., 333 

Boycott and Wässle, '74; Kolb et al., '81; Amthor et al., '83). The difficulty with this loosely defined 334 

category is that it undoubtedly contains several subclasses, but efforts to subdivide this group of cells have 335 

been, for the most part, only partially successful. Our cluster analysis suggests that these cells contain two 336 

subclasses (4 and 5). Of these two subclasses, cells belonging to cluster 5, with their very small somata, 337 
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fine axons and sparse widely radiating dendrites, are most similar in appearance to small cat gamma cells. 338 

A few also resemble the g1 and g2 cells described for the cat and ferret (Leventhal et al., '85; Vitek et al., 339 

'85). Cluster 4 cells do not neatly translate to classes described in other animals, but some certainly 340 

resemble the large cat gamma cells (epsilon cells), or P, C, or unclassified cells in macaque monkeys 341 

(Leventhal et al., '81; Perry and Cowey, '84). 342 

 These cross-species comparisons suggest that the majority of morphological profiles of retinal 343 

ganglion cells and major cell types we have identified in tree shrew exist in other mammalian species. At 344 

present it is less clear whether our cluster subclasses are unique to tree shrews or exist in other species 345 

since quantitative cluster analyses have not been performed on ganglion cells in other species. 346 

 There are, however, some cell types that have been identified in other species that we have not seen 347 

in our material. For example, we have not seen any ganglion cells with small somata, complex dendritic 348 

arbors and spines characterized in cats as delta cells (Boycott and Wässle, '74); nor have we identified 349 

counterparts to ON-OFF Type II ganglion cells in rabbit with their characteristic "loops" of retroflexively-350 

branched dendrites (Amthor et al., '83). However, since both of the latter cell types depend for 351 

identification on specialized distal features of dendrites, not finding them may simply reflect lack of filling 352 

in the finest segments of the dendrites. On the other hand, we have identified several bipolar cells (Type II, 353 

but not cluster 3) which have not been described in other species such as cats (Kolb et al., '81) but may 354 

exist in the rabbit (Amthor et al., '83). 355 

 356 

Functional Implications 357 

The consistency of the morphological correlates of a given physiological cell type across species strongly 358 

suggests that the morphology of a cell influences its physiological characteristics. More specifically, the 359 

dendritic morphology can influence the physiological properties of a cell in at least two ways. First, the 360 

extent (and to some degree, the pattern of dendritic branching), sets limits on the synaptic contacts that a 361 

cell can make. Obviously, a Type I or III cell with its wide dendritic field has the opportunity to contact 362 

cells over a much larger region of the retina than does a Type II cell in which the dendritic field is more 363 

restricted. Likewise, the level of ramification of the dendrites within the inner plexiform layer determines 364 

which types of bipolar cells (hyper- or depolarizing) a cell can synapse with (Famiglietti and Kolb, '76). 365 
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Second, the pattern of dendritic branching has been found to be an important determinant of the passive 366 

electrical properties of a cell (Rall and Rinzel, '73; Rall, '77; Koch et al., -'82). Rall ('77, see also Rall and 367 

Rinzel, '73) has reported that when current is injected into the end of a dendrite, the magnitude of the 368 

voltage attenuation is much higher than when the same current is injected into the soma. This difference in 369 

attenuation depends on the number of branches and is non-existent for cases in which no branches are 370 

present, suggesting that the pattern of dendritic branching plays an important role in integrating incoming 371 

information. These data suggest that cells with similar dendritic morphology will be found to have similar 372 

physiological characteristics and may account for the trans-species consistency in morphology. It is 373 

noteworthy, however, that the converse of this suggestion is not necessarily true. Evidence suggests that a 374 

set of physiological characteristics can be constructed from more than one morphological substrate. For 375 

example, in the cat the physiological correlate of the beta cell is the X-cell. However, some cat retinal X-376 

cells that do not exhibit the morphology of beta cells have been recently described (Stanford and Sherman, 377 

'84). Moreover, rat ganglion cells with X-like physiology have been reported, yet cells with beta-like 378 

morphology are not found among rat ganglion cells (Fukuda, '77; Perry, '79). 379 

 380 

Correlation with Physiological Types of Tree Shrew RGCs 381 

Studies of tree shrew retina have established the existence of eight physiological types of ganglion cells 382 

(Van Dongen et al., '76; Thijssen et al., '76; Ter Laak and Thijssen, '78). Of these eight types, two 383 

(sustained and transient cells) can be equated to X and Y cells in the cat (Enroth-Cugell and Robson, 1 66), 384 

while the other six (on-off center, suppressed by contrast, orientation-selective, direction-selective, color 385 

opponent, and edge inhibitory-off-center) are similar to cat W-cells (Stone and Hoffmann, '72; Fukuda and 386 

Stone, '74).  387 

 With respect to the first two cell types, it is likely that sustained cells correspond to our type II or 388 

cluster 3 cells for several reasons. First, both sustained and Type II cells are concentrated around the area 389 

centralis (present results, Van Dongen et al., '76). Second, sustained cells have the smallest receptive field 390 

center sizes of any tree shrew retinal ganglion cell (Van Dongen et al., '76), while Type II cells have the 391 

smallest dendritic field sizes of our morphological subclasses. Third, a correlation has been made between 392 

sustained retinal ganglion cells and cell types with morphology similar to Type II cells in cat and monkey 393 
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(Boycott and Wässle, '74; Fukuda and Stone, '74, '75; Perry and Gowey, '81; Saito, '83; Stanford; Sherman, 394 

'84). 395 

 The morphological correlate of the physiologically defined transient cells is less clear. In cat, 396 

(Boycott and Wässle, '74; Fukuda and Stone, '74, '75) and monkey (Perry and Gowey, '81) brisk transient 397 

ganglion cells (Y and Y-like cells) have been correlated with ganglion cells with large cell bodies and alpha 398 

morphology. Moreover, Van Dongen et al. ('76) reported that transient cells in tree shrew are more evenly 399 

distributed over the retina, a characteristic shared by large ganglion cells in the present study. Since tree 400 

shrews possess two subclasses of cells with large cell somas, clusters 1 and 2, either or both could be the 401 

morphological correlate of transient cells. However, two characteristics, axon diameter and dendritic field 402 

size, provide some evidence for separating the two clusters. With respect to axon diameter, it is first 403 

necessary to state that Sherman et al. ('75) found a clear separation between lateral geniculate nucleus X-404 

(sustained) and Y- (transient) cells in terms of their response latency to chiasm stimulation, implying a 405 

clear separation in the axon diameters of the two types. Since the axons of cluster 2 cells are significantly 406 

larger than those of Type II and cluster 3 cells (the presumptive correlate of X-cells), while those of cluster 407 

1 cells are not, it seems reasonable to assume that cluster 2 cells with their larger axons may be the 408 

correlate of the transient cells. Similarly, in terms of receptive field size, Van Dongen et al. ('76) reported 409 

that transient cells had smaller receptive field centers than did direction selective cells, the other potential 410 

candidate for large ganglion cells (see below). Since cluster 2 cells have smaller dendritic field sizes than 411 

cluster 1 cells, it seems likely that cluster 2 cells are the morphological correlates of transient cells. 412 

 Correlations with the remaining six physiological cell types are more tenuous. One might 413 

speculate, however, that of six cell types, 2 have characteristics that are compatible with the presently 414 

described morphological classes. The first is the direction-selective cell which may be represented by our 415 

cluster 1 cells. Previous studies of the rabbit (Oyster et al., '81), pigeon (Karten et al., '77), and cat (Grasse 416 

and Cynader, '80) have shown that direction-selective cells project to the medial terminal nucleus (MTN) 417 

of the accessory optic system or its homolog in the avian system. Furthermore, in numerous species (rabbit, 418 

Oyster et al., '80; pigeon, Karten et al., '77; turtle, Reiner and Karten, '78; fish, Finger and Karten, '78) cells 419 

projecting to this nucleus have been shown to have large somas. Since our own studies (DeBruyn et al., 420 

'86), have demonstrated a similar projection of large ganglion cells to the MTN in tree shrews, one could 421 
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argue that direction-selective cells are the physiological correlates of cluster 1 cells. It should be noted, 422 

however, that the percentage of ganglion (less than 5%) projecting to the MTN is less than the percentage 423 

(16%) of direction-selective cells reported by Van Dongen et al.,'76. 424 

 A second physiological cell type that might have a morphological correlate is the orientation-425 

selective cell. Van Dongen et al. ('76) reported that these cells have asymmetric receptive fields with the 426 

long axis being at least twice the length of the short axis. Assuming that receptive field shape mimics that 427 

of the cell's dendritic field (Peichl and Wässle, '81), the most obvious candidate for an orientation-selective 428 

cell would be the bipolar ganglion cells of cluster 3 (Type III) which possess definite major and minor axes 429 

in their dendritic fields. Correlates of other physiological types must await further study.  430 

 We have provided evidence for the existence of at least three morphological types of ganglion cells 431 

in the tree shrew retina which can be partially separated of the basis of cell size. Since different types of 432 

ganglion cells project differentially to central targets in other species (e.g., Illing and Wässle, '81; 433 

Leventhal et al., '81 Rodieck and Brening, '83), the logical extension of this study is to examine the central 434 

projections of tree shrew ganglion cells. In the following paper, we report on the projections of different 435 

sized ganglion cells to different subcortical nuclei.  436 

  437 
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